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Summary 

 

In this thesis, I investigate how supporters of Dutch politician Geert Wilders participate in              

“Othering” discourses on Wilders’ Facebook page. I particularly look at this in relation to              

their engagement in discussions around Dutch anti-racism activist Akwasi Owusu Ansah,           

with a focus on how Dutch identity is constructed. Akwasi received much backlash for his               

speech at the anti-racism protest in Amsterdam on June 1, 2020. A part of this were Wilders’                 

Facebook posts and the comments they received from his supporters. Wilders’ participation            

in “Othering” discourses has been especially studied in relation to the exclusion of Muslim              

people from his view of Dutch nationhood. In this thesis, I focus more on the racist and                 

anti-immigrationist dimension of his and his supporters’ discourses and the way that migrants             

and people of colour are denied “membership” of Dutch identity. 

For these purposes, I engage in a case study analysis of comments on posts about               

Akwasi from Wilders’ Facebook page. These comments have been analysed quantitatively           

with a word cloud and qualitatively with the method of critical discourse analysis (CDA).  

By using the concepts of “Othering” (Chawla 2017; Harmer and Lumsden 2019;            

Rohleder 2014) and “white innocence” (Wekker 2016), I argue that the discourses of the case               

study construct migrants and people of colour as “Others” of the Dutch people. Moreover, I               

show that in this context these “Others” are symbolised by Akwasi as a black anti-racism               

activist. In light of his “attacks” to the underlying racist dimensions of Dutch identity              

understood as white, tolerant, emancipated and innocent, Akwasi is seen as an “Un-Dutch”             

outsider and portrayed as a racialised “Other.” In addition, the Dutch establishment is             

attacked because it is viewed to be corrupt by conspiring with leftist anti-racism activists,              

who are seen as doing the opposite of standing up for the “real” Dutch people – the born and                   

raised white Dutch population. Therefore, people of colour and migrants, in this context             

symbolised by Akwasi, are “Othered” in the discourses of the case study as not being part of                 

the “real” Dutch people.  

In the conclusions I bring together the findings of this thesis. The main finding is that                

Wilders supporters represent their view of the Dutch “Self” in the comments of the case study                

as white and native to the Netherlands, constructing migrants and people of colour as              

“Others” – with Akwasi as their symbol. Moreover, I show possibilities for further research              

into this topic, as well as the relation between these discourses and Wilders’ own political               

discourses revolving around anti-racism activism. 
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Introduction 

 

In 2020 the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement had a resurgence with many protests              

taking place worldwide, including in Amsterdam on June 1 (Kirby 2020). This protest             

involved a speech by Dutch anti-racism activist Akwasi Owusu Ansah, who received            

backlash for his statement that he would kick a Black Pete in the face when he encountered                 

one in November.1 Black Pete is a Dutch folkloric figure that is present in the yearly                

festivities around Saint Nicholas Day. As Gloria Wekker (2016, 139) describes, the figure is              

a silly servant of Saint Nicholas with “thick red lips, golden earrings, an Afro wig, clad in a                  

colorful Moor’s costume” and dominantly played by a white person with a blackened face –               

supposedly because Black Pete would go down the chimneys of Dutch homes to bring              

children presents and sweets. While many Dutch people consider the figure an innocent             

tradition, it has been criticised by anti-racism activists since the 1960s and heatedly debated              

since 2011 in the context of growing discussions on racism in Dutch society (Wekker 2016,               

142).2 

The discussion around Akwasi’s speech included him being reported to the police and             

the charges being dismissed.3 The objectiveness of the Dutch public prosecutor’s office            

(Openbaar Ministerie/OM) has been widely questioned, specifically that of state attorney           

1 See: “Besluit om Rapper Akwasi Niet te Vervolgen voor Zwarte Piet-uitspraken Leidt tot Procedure bij Hof.” 
2020. Trouw, September 14. Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-
tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/.  
2 As a result of this debate, Black Pete is becoming less visible in Dutch society in recent years. Many Dutch                     
municipalities and schools have announced that they will not tolerate Black Pete anymore within their official                
celebrations. Instead, other similar figures are used without a fully blackened face and some of Black Pete’s                 
other features associated with race. Also, images of Black Pete are not used anymore by many major Dutch                  
chain stores and are restricted on Facebook and Instagram since 2020. 
See: “Ook Nijmegen en Arnhem doen Zwarte Piet in de Ban.” 2020. RTL Nieuws, June 11. Accessed January 
13, 2021. 
https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/nederland/artikel/5149371/nijmegen-arnhem-zwarte-piet-ban-racisme-demonst
raties.  
; “Roetveegpiet Wint aan Populariteit en Bezoekt Meerderheid Scholen.” 2020. Metro Nieuws, December 2. 
Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/binnenland/2020/12/roetveegpiet-wint-aan-populariteit-en-bezoekt-
meerderheid-scholen/. 
; “‘Censuur’ of ‘het Werd Tijd’? Felle Reacties op Zwarte Piet-verbod Facebook.” 2020. NOS Nieuws, 
September 11. Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://nos.nl/artikel/2343742-censuur-of-het-werd-tijd-felle-reacties-op-zwarte-piet-verbod-facebook.html.  
; Visser, Remco. 2015. “Welke Winkels Kiezen (niet) voor Zwarte Piet?” Metro Nieuws, November 17. 
Accessed January 14, 2021. 
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/2015/11/welke-winkels-kiezen-niet-voor-zwarte-piet/.  
3 See: “Besluit om Rapper Akwasi Niet te Vervolgen voor Zwarte Piet-uitspraken Leidt tot Procedure bij Hof.” 
2020. Trouw, September 14. Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-
tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/.  

https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/
https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/
https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/nederland/artikel/5149371/nijmegen-arnhem-zwarte-piet-ban-racisme-demonstraties
https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/nederland/artikel/5149371/nijmegen-arnhem-zwarte-piet-ban-racisme-demonstraties
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/binnenland/2020/12/roetveegpiet-wint-aan-populariteit-en-bezoekt-meerderheid-scholen/
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/binnenland/2020/12/roetveegpiet-wint-aan-populariteit-en-bezoekt-meerderheid-scholen/
https://nos.nl/artikel/2343742-censuur-of-het-werd-tijd-felle-reacties-op-zwarte-piet-verbod-facebook.html
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/2015/11/welke-winkels-kiezen-niet-voor-zwarte-piet/
https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/
https://www.trouw.nl/binnenland/besluit-om-rapper-akwasi-niet-te-vervolgen-voor-zwarte-piet-uitspraken-leidt-tot-procedure-bij-hof~b42d2403/
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Jacobien Vreekamp who was involved in Akwasi’s dismissal and simultaneously chairperson           

of the Regional Center for Discrimination Amsterdam (Van Teeffelen 2020). At the same             

time the indignation towards Akwasi grew with the resurfacing of tweets from 2011 and 2012               

in which he fantasised about murdering Black Pete.  

Someone who was very involved in this discussion is Dutch populist politician Geert             

Wilders, founder of party Partij voor de Vrijheid (PVV, Party for Freedom). As Wilders’              

social media presence is important to his political discourses, Facebook was one of the              

mediums in which he expressed his opinions on the subject. Indeed, the digital media of the                

21st century have seen users utilising new technologies for political means, including            

politicians engaging in issue advocacy on social media (Fox and Ramos 2012, 1 and 8).  

So far, Wilders’ online (and offline) political discourses – especially on Twitter –             

have been studied in relation to the construction of Muslim people as “Other” of the Dutch                

nation.4 This thesis, however, will focus on the social media platform Facebook as an online               

space that allows users to directly communicate with posted content and each other by              

commenting and showing appreciation with the “Like button” (Farina 2018, 4). It specifically             

investigates how Wilders supporters participate in “Othering” discourses in the comment           

sections of Wilders’ Facebook posts. Additionally, while much research has focused on            

anti-Muslim “Othering” in Wilders’ and his supporters’ discourses, in this thesis I address             

“Othering” in relation to anti-racism activism by looking at comments on posts about             

Akwasi. There is a lack of understanding of how Wilders supporters construct Dutch identity              

in their discourses around anti-racism activism and who they exclude from this. The aim of               

my thesis is to contribute to this understanding by investigating the question “How do Geert               

Wilders supporters represent “Otherness” in their engagement with posts about anti-racism           

activist Akwasi on the Facebook page of Geert Wilders?” and help my reader comprehend              

how “Othering” language can form our idea of Dutch identity.   

4 For example, see: Muis, Iris et al. 2020. “‘Liberation Begins with Stating the Facts’: Framing Statistics and 
Information Bricolage in Geert Wilders’ Twitter Practice.” Open Library of Humanities 5 (1): 1-31. DOI: 
10.16995/olh.320. 
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Chapter 1: Theoretical framework 

 

In this chapter, I discuss the main concepts that will be used to answer the research question.                 

This thesis investigates how Geert Wilders supporters construct Dutch identity versus that of             

“the Other” in their discourses around anti-racism activism on Wilders’ Facebook page. The             

concept of “Othering” is crucial for understanding Dutch identity formation and how Wilders             

and his supporters portray it. Therefore, I first address the concept of “Othering” by drawing               

from postcolonial studies. Next, I discuss the concept of “white innocence” coined by scholar              

Gloria Wekker in order to highlight how “Othering” takes place in the process of Dutch               

identity formation. Last, I address how Wilders’ political discourses relate to the process of              

“Othering.”  

The concept of “Othering” 

As an English word, Devika Chawla (2017, 1) describes, “other” is understood as “something              

other than.” The concept of “the Other” was originally coined by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich              

Hegel in The Phenomenology of Spirit (1807) (Collett 2014, 1301). In this book, Hegel              

describes the forming of intersubjectivity as a “master-slave dialectic.” According to           

Guillaume Collett, this theory explains that encounters between individuals only function           

when they see the other as different from themselves, as “the Other” of “the Self.” In Hegel’s                 

view, this process is one of unequal power relations, with one individual becoming the              

self-conscious master dominating the slave without self-consciousness (Collett 2014, 1301).          

The concept of “the Other” was further theorised by many prominent scholars. Philosophers,             

phenomenologists, dialogue theorists and the Chicago school have all argued that “the Self”             

cannot exist without “the Other.” In this view, the formation of “the Self” is in relation to an                  

“Other” and defined by its differentiation from it (Chawla 2017, 1-2). 

This concept of “the Other” has been further developed by scholars from social             

disciplines into the concept of “Othering.” In the Western world, “Othering” is on the one               

hand seen as the personal process of separating “the Self” from “the Other” and on the other                 

hand as a social process of hierarchically separating humans into identity categories (Chawla             

2017, 2). As Emily Harmer and Karen Lumsden summarise, the concept of “Othering” is              

broadly seen today as a process of social identity construction by the differentiation of an               

“us” (“the Self”) and a “them” (“the Other”) group and the creation of social distance               

between those groups. This “Othering” is reflective of unequal power relations within            
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society. In this view, “Othering” involves a dominant group constructing, disempowering and            

silencing any marginalised group as a morally inferior and threatening “Other” (Harmer and             

Lumsden 2019, 14-17). Within this process, fixed negative traits are ascribed to the “Other”              

to set it apart. This is a cultural process involving language and representation. Poul Rohleder               

(2014, 1306) describes how this is not simply a matter of stereotyping, but also involves a                

deeper affective element with the “Othered” being “irrationally feared, even hated.” 

One of the disciplines that adopted the concept of “Othering” is feminist theory. In              

The Second Sex (1949), Simone de Beauvoir argues that in patriarchal society, women are              

appointed the position of the opposite, inferior and subordinate “Other” sex to men (Rohleder              

2014, 1307; Harmer and Lumsden 2019, 16; De Beauvoir [1949] 2011, 6). Other feminist              

scholars have argued that this “Othering” of women deprives them of their autonomy and              

rights. However, black feminist scholars have critically intervened and called attention to the             

intersectionality of this “Othering” of women in Western patriarchal society by arguing that it              

is differently experienced by women of colour, whose “Othering” is also influenced by other              

identity categories such as race and ethnicity (Harmer and Lumsden 2019, 16-17).  

This attention to “Othering” in relation to ethnicity and race is also found in the work                

of authors coming from postcolonial studies. According to Collett (2014, 1304), these authors             

view “the Other” as “a function of Western discourses.” While the idea of “the Other” has                

been present in Western thought throughout history in various ways, in postcolonial studies             

“Othering” has been mostly studied in relation to the racialised and colonised subject             

(Chawla 2017, 3). The history of European colonisation contributed to the establishment of a              

hierarchy of racial categories to justify Europe’s world dominance. Postcolonial theory           

describes how these developments resulted in “Others” of the Western world being inferiorly             

and racially constructed. These processes have been supported by scientific racism and still             

influence contemporary “Othering” processes (Chawla 2017, 4). Non-Western people and          

people of colour became “the Other” of the dominantly self-perceived white Western world             

on the basis of their ethnicity and race. An important contribution to postcolonial theories on               

“Othering” is Edward Said’s book Orientalism (1978). Here, Said (1978, 34) argues that the              

West has academically and culturally constructed the non-Western world (the Orient) as            

inferior “Other.” According to him, the original function of this process was justifying             

European colonial rule. Chawla (2017, 8) argues that this construction of an “intellectual             

Otherness that sustains the persistent Us versus Them binary” that Said has written about still               

globally forms discourses about “Othering.” 
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Thus, “Othering” is a social process of hierarchically separating humans into identity            

categories by the differentiation of an “us” (“the Self”) and a “them” (“the Other”) group and                

the creation of social distance between these groups – which has been mainly theorised in               

relation to gender, race and ethnicity. I would argue, however, that by now “Othering” can               

involve any axis of identity by which a group of people can be marginalised. In essence,                

“Othering” reflects unequal power relations in society and consists of powerful groups            

marginalising and silencing less powerful groups as morally inferior and threatening           

“Others.” In order for groups to be “Othered” in a culture, they need to be represented as                 

inherently different and having certain innate negative traits so that they can be irrationally              

feared and hated. With this definition of “Othering” in mind, this thesis examines how Dutch               

identity is constructed in the discourses of the case study versus that of “the Other.”               

However, to do this an understanding of the relation between “Othering” and Dutch identity              

formation is needed. 

“Othering” and Dutch identity formation: “white innocence” 

In White Innocence: Paradoxes of Colonialism and Race (2016), scholar Gloria Wekker            

addresses that Dutch identity is specifically constructed as white against racialised “Others”            

through a process in which race, racism and the Dutch colonial history play major roles.               

According to Wekker, race brings about strong emotions and even aggression among many             

white Dutch people, while simultaneously its presence in Dutch society is denied. Wekker             

argues that while the white Dutch population predominantly likes to see the Netherlands as a               

small, innocent and morally just nation in which race and racism play no role, and the                

extraordinary tolerance of “the Other” is the norm, reality would say otherwise (Wekker             

2016, 1). This denial that race and racism are present in the Netherlands by the majority of                 

the white Dutch population is what Wekker (2016, 16-18) calls “white innocence.” Wekker             

(2016, 15) claims that the result of this “white innocence” is that the Dutch “Self” is                

constructed as white, innocent, emancipated and in need of protection against uncultured and             

incriminated “Others” that are predominantly symbolised by Muslims and people of colour.  

Wekker’s work fits in a larger academic debate on Dutch identity formation with             

increased attention to the role of race, racism and the Dutch colonial history. Scholars have               

argued that racial prejudices from colonial times remain in postcolonial societies. In the             

Dutch context this means that present-day multicultural Dutch society continues to be shaped             

by its past history of colonialism, although often unnoticed (Bosma 2012, 13-14). The arrival              
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of postcolonial migrants from the former colonies after 1945 has triggered a more critical              

awareness of the Dutch colonial history – though it is much contested (Oostindie 2012,              

156-157).  

In addition to Wekker, other scholars question the dominant idea of the Dutch people              

as exceptionally tolerant. Philomena Essed and Isabel Hoving (2014, 9) have argued that             

Dutch racism remains while becoming increasingly subtle. They claim that Dutch racism has             

a specific characteristic in comparison to that of other countries in that it is often denied and                 

contested as not being relevant anymore in the 21st century (Essed and Hoving 2014, 10-11).               

Gert Oostindie (2011, 222) has also remarked that, while this is not all-inclusive, beneath the               

dominant idea of the Dutch nation as tolerant there is often racism towards migrants of               

colour. Wijnand Mijnhardt traces this phenomenon of the Dutch nation wanting to see itself              

and being viewed as exceptionally tolerant back to certain phases in the 17th, early 18th and                

late 20th centuries, when the Netherlands was relatively tolerant in certain ways (such as              

religiously). However, Mijnhardt also argues that this “Dutch tolerance” is not continuous            

(Mijnhardt 2014, 121). 

This issue of racism and its denial in Dutch society shape the ways in which Dutch                

nationhood is understood. Guno Jones writes that postcolonial migrants have consistently           

been subject to the ever-changing debates on what Dutch nationality means. Even when             

legally recognised as Dutch citizens, they are not automatically seen as Dutch (Jones 2012,              

27). Jones describes how Dutch political discourses have served to exclude postcolonial            

citizens, and that in this process the idea of being Dutch became increasingly connected to a                

certain ethnicity that did not include them. Jones connects this to “Othering” and writes that               

in this process, negative traits seen as unfitting of Dutch society are attributed to postcolonial               

migrants (Jones 2012, 30 and 46). These political discourses led to heated debates on what it                

means to be Dutch in a multicultural society and to what extent migrants would have to                

“become Dutch” by assimilation (Oostindie 2012, 157; Oostindie 2011, 215 and 222).5 

To summarise, scholarship on Dutch identity formation has shown that “Othering,”           

the Dutch colonial history, race, racism and its denial are important to the ways in which                

5 The group that these discussions have primarily focused on is that of Muslim migrants. According to Jones                  
(2012, 28), after 9/11 growing concerns about Islam and security made Muslim minorities into second-class               
citizens throughout Europe. As Essed and Hoving (2014, 18) state in relation to the Netherlands, “the white                 
Dutch majority (along with white majorities throughout Europe) is waging a cultural war against              
Islam/Muslims.” These scholars connect this upsurge in Islamophobia in the Netherlands with the political              
discourses and popularity of Geert Wilders (Jones 2012, 28; Essed and Hoving 2014, 16-17). Wilders is often                 
described as the political successor of late Dutch politician Pim Fortuyn with whom Wilders shares views on                 
Islam and immigration. Fortuyn ran for parliament in 2002 but was murdered by an animal rights activist just                  
before the national elections (Kešić and Duyvendak 2019, 441-442; Leezenberg 2015, 201).  
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Dutch nationhood is understood. Wekker’s concept of “white innocence” is central to this             

scholarship and will be used to analyse how Dutch identity is constructed versus that of “the                

Other” in the discourses of the case study. The case study consists of comments by Wilders                

supporters engaging with Wilders’ Facebook posts. Therefore, before performing the          

analysis, the relation between Wilders’ political discourses and the process of “Othering”            

needs to be discussed. 

“Othering” in Geert Wilders’ political discourses 

The earlier mentioned debates on the meaning of “being Dutch” in multicultural society have              

led to immigration being perceived as problematic and threatening to the stability of Dutch              

society and culture (Entzinger 2014, 275). Geert Wilders as a populist politician makes use of               

such discourses in his rise to political power. Wilders and his Partij voor de Vrijheid (PVV,                

Party for Freedom) are often classified as radical-right, and as Josip Kešić and Jan Willem               

Duyvendak (2019, 442) claim, “understood in terms of ‘populism,’ the ‘populist radical            

right,’ ‘xenophobia,’ ‘Islamophobia,’ and ‘racism.’” PVV’s populist rhetoric is based on a            

radical nationalism with anti-Islam, anti-immigration and anti-political elite views.6 Since its           

founding in 2006, PVV has developed itself into one of the major Dutch political parties, at                

the moment occupying 20 of 150 seats in parliament (Witteveen 2017, 373). This political              

success is thanks to the support of a large electorate, which for the most part is working-class,                 

lower-educated, rural and white (Witteveen 2017, 377).  

Many scholars have analysed Wilders’ political discourses in connection to          

Islamophobia (Muis 2019; Leezenberg 2015; Kešić and Duyvendak 2019; Witteveen 2017).           

As Ilse N. Rooyackers and Maykel Verkuyten (2012, 137) write: “Wilders consistently            

defines the Dutch national identity in contrast to Islam.” In Wilders’ view, the Dutch nation is                

part of a European Judeo-Christian civilisation and Muslim people are its “Other” (Wodak             

and Boukala 2015, 100).  

While this body of scholarship has mainly shown that Wilders’ political discourses            

participate in processes of “Othering” in relation to Muslim communities, race is also             

increasingly visible in Wilders’ and his supporters’ “Othering” discourses. “Othering” is an            

important part of Dutch identity formation and race is a fundamental category of difference              

on the basis of which Dutch nationhood is defined. Drawing from Wekker’s emphasis on the               

underlying racism of Dutch identity formation, it is thus important to further investigate how              

6 PVV. n.d. “Concept verkiezingsprogramma 2017-2021.” Accessed October 9, 2020. https://pvv.nl/visie.html. 

https://pvv.nl/visie.html
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“Othering” language forms Wilders supporters’ view of Dutch nationhood in their discourses            

around anti-racism activism. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

 

In this chapter, I first describe the methodological approach of this thesis. After, I discuss the                

case study that I will analyse to answer the research question and what this analysis will                

entail. Last, I discuss issues of reflexivity and positionality. 

Methodological approach 

The methodological approach of this thesis will be that of discourse analysis. Stuart Hall              

(2013, 6) has defined discourses as “ways of referring to or constructing knowledge about a               

particular topic of practice.” As Rosalind Gill describes, there is no single definition of              

discourse analysis. A diverse number of methods used to study texts from various theoretical              

traditions are named discourse analysis (Gill 2000, 172). This could be explained by the              

increasing popularity of discourse analysis of the last decades, which made its perspectives             

travel from linguistics into the social sciences and humanities (Van den Berg 2004, 29). What               

connects these perspectives as discourse analysis is their shared view that language is not              

neutral and that discourses are key in forming society (Gill 2000, 172). Language is              

understood in a broad sense within this view as anything that gives meaning in any form of                 

communication (Van den Berg 2004, 30). In this perspective, discourses and language do not              

neutrally reflect an “outside reality,” but establish their own realities through constructing            

certain views of the “outside world” (Van den Berg 2004, 30). An example of work from this                 

perspective is that of Stuart Hall (2013, xvii), who has argued that language is an unneutral                

medium through which cultural representations gain meaning by reflecting the thoughts,           

ideas and feelings of said culture. Hall (2013, 6) further argues that the discourses in which                

language gets manifested therefore form our view of and interaction with the world. Scholars              

that work with discourse analysis want to explain how certain views are then formed in               

discourses through language (Van den Berg 2004, 30). Furthermore, through discourse           

analysis one can understand how socially fabricated realities (specifically identities and social            

relations) are historically specific and created through discourses that, in turn, make them             

seem natural and self-evident (Van den Berg 2004, 33). 

In short, discourses are not neutral but constructed realities that shape our views and              

actions. This means that a discourse about a certain subject and the forces by which it is                 

created hold power over our thinking and actions in relation to that subject. In this way,                

discourses are both reflective of power dynamics in society as well as helping produce them.               
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Hall (1992, 204) mentions how this process has been addressed by Michel Foucault in              

Power/Knowledge (1980). Foucault argues that discourses produce knowledge and with this           

constitute power over what or who is “known” by subjecting it to this knowledge. Moreover,               

what or who produces a discourse has the power to make its produced knowledge be seen as                 

“the truth.” In conclusion, in Foucault’s view, discourses are both implicated in power as              

something through which power flows (Hall 1992, 204-205). 

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is a methodological approach that can account for            

the relation between discourses and power dynamics. This approach focuses on how            

discourses construct and legitimise social inequalities, allowing for a critique of how these             

are established as self-explanatory in order to contribute to social change (Van den Berg              

2004, 33). CDA as a methodology can be defined, as Thao Lê and Quynh Lê (2009, 3)                 

describe, as “critically orientated discourse analysis across disciplines and cultures.”          

Following the research tradition of CDA, this thesis is concerned with issues of power that               

are manifested in language, aiming to critically research how social inequalities are            

constructed in, expressed through and legitimised by discourse (Wodak 2001, 2).           

Furthermore, this thesis follows Gill’s (2000, 180) definition of discourse analysis and will be              

engaged in a) the search for patterns in the data, and b) critically forming hypotheses about                

the functions of certain aspects of the discourse. 

Case study 

For the purpose of this thesis, I have selected a case study consisting of the fifteen most liked                  

comments by Geert Wilders supporters on four posts about Akwasi on Wilders’ Facebook             

page. In selecting comments by “most liked” (the comments that received the most likes by               

other users), I depart from Facebook’s algorithm that sorts comments as “most relevant”             

depending on filter bubbles that learn from users’ choices and urge people to stay in their                

bubble by recommending increasingly narrow personalised options (Bruns 2019, 4-5).7 This           

approach, I argue, allows me to access comments that are outside of my own bubble. While                

this selection is but an exploratory view of the discourses, as these include thousands of               

comments, I argue that looking at the most liked comments is of high relevance as these                

received the most support from other users. 

7 See: Facebook, n.d. “What Does Most Relevant Mean on a Facebook Page Post?” Facebook Help Centre. 
Accessed December 29, 2020. https://www.facebook.com/help/539680519386145. 

https://www.facebook.com/help/539680519386145
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Issues of privacy and anonymity have been considered in relation to the comments             

analysed and the users that posted them. The names of the users are anonymised, even though                

the comments are posted publicly and the users display their full names.  

The material of the case study will be analysed quantitatively by creating a word              

cloud of the assembled comments, and qualitatively through a CDA. A word cloud is a data                

visualisation which shows how many times certain words in a given set of texts are repeated                

– the larger the font size, the higher the frequency (Kirk 2012, 159). The word cloud in this                  

thesis is created by processing the comments of the case study in the word cloud generator                

from wordart.com. The function of this word cloud is to give the reader an idea of what                 

words are used most often within the discourses of the case study and to help determine the                 

main themes of the discourses. These themes will structure the qualitative part of the analysis.               

In this second part, I will look at what is expressed, about whom, in what way, and in which                   

cultural and historical context. 

Reflexivity and positionality 

In writing this thesis, I want to address my position as researcher and how this influences my                 

research. My academic background is one within the humanities with a specialisation in             

gender and postcolonial studies. Because of this education I am convinced of the importance              

of reflexivity in research, a feminist research practice that calls for the recognition,             

investigation and acknowledgement of how the social, geographical and cultural background           

of the researcher can affect research (Hesse-Biber 2013, 3). Due to my own socio-economic              

background as a young, academically educated and white Dutch woman from a            

working-class, practically educated and white native-Dutch family out of a medium-sized           

city, I might fit in some ways within Wilders’ target electorate. However, I am familiar with                

critical research on the role of discourses and “Othering” in in-and exclusion processes and              

Dutch identity formation through my education. Because of this, I am aware of “Othering”              

discourses possibly creating and legitimising social inequalities and critical of the           

representation of “Otherness” in the construction of “Dutchness.” Therefore, I am critical of             

Wilders’ problematic political discourses in relation to “Others” and Dutch nationhood. This            

tension triggers my personal interest in understanding how the formation of Dutch identity             

continues to rely in some ways on the “Othering” of marginalised peoples. As a result, this                

thesis is meant as a critical analysis of how Wilders supporters represent “Otherness” and              

construct a certain view of “Dutchness” within the discourses of the case study. By              
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performing this critical analysis, I want to help my reader understand how “Othering”             

language can form our idea of Dutch identity, but also that one should be mindful and critical                 

of this. 

Finally, my education influences how I think about the relevance of my research as              

well. Feminist sociologist Donna Haraway (1988, 589) has argued for “situated knowledges”            

in academia as a “politics and epistemologies of location, positioning, and situating, where             

partiality and not universality is the condition of being heard to make rational knowledge              

claims.” I acknowledge that the knowledge I produce in this thesis is not “objective” as it                

involves my interpretation of the language used within the discourses of the case study.              

However, I argue that my research is still relevant knowledge as Haraway (1988, 589) argues               

the most “objective” knowledge is achieved by producing, combining and continuously           

criticising “situated knowledges” from specific standpoints. Moreover, feminist standpoint         

theorists have reasoned that the most “objective” and “relevant” knowledge is produced from             

the standpoints of the marginalised, as they produce more complete knowledge by a larger              

interest in understanding the motivations of their suppressor than vice versa (Naples and Gurr              

2013, 21). I have tried taking this into account in this thesis by basing my theoretical                

framework on theories produced by scholars from marginalised positions out of the fields of              

gender studies and postcolonial studies.  
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Chapter 3: Analysis 

 

In the following chapter, I investigate how Wilders supporters construct Dutch identity versus             

that of “the Other” in the discourses of the case study. First, I will search for the most                  

recurring terms in these discourses with the help of a word cloud, after which I will determine                 

the main themes. After this I will perform a CDA along the lines of these main themes, using                  

the concepts of “Othering” and “white innocence” to analyse how certain views about Dutch              

nationhood are formed. For these purposes, this chapter is divided into two subquestions, a)              

What are the main themes within the discourses of the case study?, and b) How are Dutch                 

identity and its “Other” constructed within the discourses of the case study? My findings will               

then lead to my conclusions. 

What are the main themes within the discourses of the case study? 

In this section I identify the most recurring terms within the discourses of the case study and                 

determine the main themes. In order to visualise the most repeated words within the              

discourses, a word cloud was produced by processing the comments in the word cloud              

generator from wordart.com (see Image 1).8 Some words were excluded because of their             

irrelevance on their own or connected to others (such as in a proverb).9 The larger the font of                  

the word in the word cloud, the greater its occurrence within the comments.  

The four posts from which the fifteen most liked comments were obtained are             

included in the Appendix A-D. In these posts, Wilders expresses a desire for Akwasi to be                

prosecuted for his speech, disagreement with Akwasi’s mistrial and a lack of understanding             

for the actions of the Dutch police and Openbaar Ministerie. Also, Wilders accuses the Dutch               

judiciary of corruption. In Wilders’ view, not only the Dutch judiciary is twisted, but the               

Dutch nation for praising Akwasi. 

 

8 In discussing Image 1 in this chapter, all word cloud terms are translated from Dutch to English by myself.  
9 Words like “de” (the) with a frequency of 75, “en” (and) (68), “niet” (not) (44), “het” (the) (42), “een” (a/an)                     
(39) and “dat” (that) (35) have been erased, while words like “meten” (to measure) (2) and “maten”                 
(measurements) (1) from Dutch proverbs have been combined to illustrate the proverb they belong to (“meten                
met twee maten” [“to measure with two measurements” = apply double standards]). 
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Image 1: Visualisation of the most recurrent words from the fifteen most liked comments on four                

posts about Akwasi from Geert Wilders’ Facebook page (see Appendix A-D for these posts). This               

image was made with the word cloud generator from wordart.com.  

 

Looking at Image 1, it is unsurprising that “Geert” (mentioned fourteen times), “Akwasi”             

(11), “zwarte piet” (Black Pete) (11), “Wilders” (7) and “PVV” (6) are mentioned as often.               

The comments are, after all, reacting to posts by Geert Wilders of the PVV about Akwasi’s                

speech in which he mentioned kicking a Black Pete in the face. Also, the words “justitie”                

(judiciary) (6) and “uitspraak” (ruling) (3) are to be expected in this context in which the                

legal action against Akwasi is discussed. The same holds for “award” (3) in relation to               

Akwasi winning a FunX Award. However, what is remarkable is that words which have to do                

with the Dutch nation are mentioned so often, such as “Nederland” (the Netherlands) (28),              

“land” (country) (13) and “Nederlandse” (Dutch) (7). This suggests that these discourses            

connect Wilders’ posts about Akwasi with what is going on in the Netherlands more              

generally and are concerned with Dutch national identity. Indeed, the words “volk” (nation)             

(4), “bevolking” (population) (3) and “BSN-nummer” (social security number, something          

which distinguishes Dutch citizens from non-citizens) (3) confirms this. It seems that the             

nationalist nature of Wilders’ political discourses is also apparent here. 
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In addition, when looking at Image 1, the discourses seem to have a political              

character. The topic of Akwasi’s speech gets connected to that of Dutch politics with the               

recurrence of words as “verkiezingen” (elections) (4), “kabinet” (cabinet) (4), “stem” (vote)            

(3), “Den Haag” (The Hague) (3) as the political capital of the Netherlands, “partij” (political               

party) (3) and the mentioning of the Dutch prime minister (Mark) “Rutte” (3) and the mayor                

of Amsterdam, (Femke) “Halsema” (3). Furthermore, this discussion around Akwasi’s speech           

gets connected to left-wing politics and corruption with the recurrence of “linkse” (leftist) (5)              

and “corrupt” (5). Like Wilders’ posts, the commenters connect their concern with Akwasi’s             

speech to their concern with the Dutch establishment (the government and judiciary).            

Moreover, they link this to corruption. However, these discourses go further than Wilders’             

posts by associating this with left-wing politics.  

Related to their nationalist and political character, these discourses include some           

emotionally charged terms with “discriminatie” (discrimination) (3), “respect” (3) and “haat”           

(hate) (3) being mentioned as much. The recurrence of such terms, as well as those of “zwarte                 

piet” and the racialised “zwart/zwarte man” (black/black man) (4), fit into the topic of              

Akwasi’s speech. The backlash against Akwasi’s speech centered around his claim that he             

would kick a Black Pete in the face when encountering one in November. These terms are                

then obviously related to the current polarised and racialised debate in Dutch society around              

the figure of Black Pete, a discussion around anti-racism activism with emotions running high              

between foremost white conservationists and black and migrant communities.  

From this first part of the analysis it can so far be concluded that the discourses of the                  

case study are political, nationalist and concerned with the meaning of Dutch identity.             

Furthermore, these discourses seem to connect the topic of Akwasi’s speech with, on the one               

hand, a Dutch establishment they associate with the left and corruption and, on the other               

hand, a polarised and racialised debate in Dutch society in which Akwasi is the centre of                

attention here. These seem to be the main themes of the discourses of the case study, which                 

will inform the structure in which I investigate the second subquestion. 

How are Dutch identity and its “Other” constructed within the discourses of the case study? 

In the following section, I investigate how Dutch identity and its “Other” are constructed in               

the discourses of the case study through a CDA. In this analysis I make use of the concepts of                   

“Othering” and “white innocence.” Moreover, the comments of the case study are coded in              

relation to the main themes identified in the previous section: comments that either attack a)               
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the Dutch establishment associated with the left and corruption, or b) Akwasi as a black               

anti-racism activist. 

Opposition: the Dutch establishment associated with the left and corruption 

Approximately half of the comments (33) attack the Dutch establishment. A lot of these (16)               

negatively link these “enemies” to corruption and the left. One comment compares Akwasi’s             

old tweets10 not leading to a prosecution to Wilders’ own prosecution for his “meer of minder                

Marokkanen” (more or less Moroccans) speech11 and suggests that this difference is because             

of the double standards of the Dutch establishment: “That guy even literally posted a kill               

order on his twitter and is not being prosecuted, but a more or less quote is double                  

standards.. this country is so messed up.. not normal” (Appendix E).12 Another comments on              

this, but connects it more specifically to the workings of the Dutch judiciary and calls for an                 

explanation by Dutch minister of Justice and Security Ferdinand Grapperhaus. A second            

comment blames Grapperhaus’ assumed favoritism for the presence of Jacobien Vreekamp as            

state attorney, claiming it to be a “schande” (disgrace) that “zo iemand” (that kind of person)                

can work for the Dutch judiciary. “Zo iemand” presumably means a leftist anti-racism             

activist, as Vreekamp often is described as such as chairperson of the Regional Center for               

Discrimination Amsterdam (Van Teeffelen 2020). Indeed, several comments claim that          

Akwasi’s dismissal shows that the political and judicial power in the Netherlands is with a               

corrupt left conspiring with anti-racism activists. These comments refer to the mayor of             

Amsterdam, Femke Halsema of GroenLinks Party (GreenLeft), who received much backlash           

after allowing the BLM demonstration in Amsterdam in spite of the Covid-19 pandemic (De              

Waard 2020). Besides being accused of corruption and conspiring with leftist anti-racism            

activists, the Dutch establishment is also accused of consequently ruining the Netherlands. 

10 Akwasi deleted his Twitter account after tweets sent from the same account in 2011 and 2012 resurfaced,                  
which violently fantasised about and encouraged murdering Black Pete. Akwasi officially denied being             
responsible for the tweets. 
See: Quekel, Sebastiaan. 2020. “Akwasi onder Vuur om Oude, Gewelddadige Zwarte Piet-tweets: ‘De Media 
Verspreiden Opnieuw Leugens.’” Het Algemeen Dagblad, September 5. Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://www.ad.nl/show/akwasi-onder-vuur-om-oude-gewelddadige-zwarte-piet-tweets-de-media-verspreiden-o
pnieuw-leugens~a433f3f9/. 
; “Akwasi Neemt Afstand van Oude Tweets over Zwarte Piet en Verwijdert Account.” 2020. September 6, 
2020. Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://nos.nl/artikel/2347017-akwasi-neemt-afstand-van-oude-tweets-over-zwarte-piet-en-verwijdert-account.ht
ml.  
11 For more context on this speech, see Appendix B. 
12 All translations in this section are mine. The original Dutch comments, the Facebook post on which they were                   
commented, and the amount of comments and likes they received are included in the Appendix. 

https://www.ad.nl/show/akwasi-onder-vuur-om-oude-gewelddadige-zwarte-piet-tweets-de-media-verspreiden-opnieuw-leugens~a433f3f9/
https://www.ad.nl/show/akwasi-onder-vuur-om-oude-gewelddadige-zwarte-piet-tweets-de-media-verspreiden-opnieuw-leugens~a433f3f9/
https://nos.nl/artikel/2347017-akwasi-neemt-afstand-van-oude-tweets-over-zwarte-piet-en-verwijdert-account.html
https://nos.nl/artikel/2347017-akwasi-neemt-afstand-van-oude-tweets-over-zwarte-piet-en-verwijdert-account.html
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Several comments conclude that there is one solution to this “problem,” voting for             

Wilders and the PVV: “There is only one solution: vote against this corrupt leftist mess at the                 

next election ” (Appendix F). Wilders is portrayed as a hero fighting against the              

corrupt leftist Dutch establishment, for which he deserves an award instead of Akwasi             

according to one commenter. The PVV is seen as the bringer of justice and “waar het                

Nederlandse volk om schreeuwt” (what the Dutch people cry out for). The commenters claim              

that the Dutch establishment holds Wilders back, resulting in the demise of “ons Nederland”              

(our Netherlands).  

One comment gives us more insight into how the commenters perceive the            

“Nederlandse volk” (Dutch nation). In this comment, the late Dutch politician Pim Fortuyn is              

mentioned and his “Vol is Vol” (Full is Full) stance towards immigration. Fortuyn is often               

seen as the political predecessor of Wilders because of their similar views on immigration              

(Kešić and Duyvendak 2019, 441-442; Leezenberg 2015, 201). The commenter claims that            

Fortuyn already warned against immigration because it would result in “de Nederlandse            

bevolking” (the Dutch population) having no say anymore. In this view, the Dutch nation then               

does not include migrants. For the Netherlands to become the Netherlands again, another             

commenter writes, the PVV needs to become the biggest political party – presumably because              

of their anti-immigration stance. Others agree, stating that Wilders is the only one standing up               

for the “real” Dutch people and that “geboren en getogen Nederlanders” (born and raised              

Dutch people) should vote for him, as “de Nederlandse bevolking” are the real people being               

discriminated against. A comment that shows this particular view is the following: “That is              

the Netherlands nowadays everyone can say what they want except for the Dutch themselves              

” (Appendix G). Therefore, it seems that Dutch identity is constructed here as             

non-inclusive of migrants, with migrants as “the Other” of the Dutch nation. This “Othering”              

of migrants is on the basis of ethnicity: anyone that is not born and raised in the Netherlands                  

is not “really” Dutch. This seems similar to Jones’ (2012, 27, 30 and 46) observation of how                 

Dutch postcolonial migrants, in spite of their Dutch citizenship, are “Othered” and excluded             

from Dutch identity.  

Additionally, there is another process of “Othering” taking place here. As shown            

earlier, the Dutch establishment is attacked and labelled as a corrupt enemy that is ruining the                

Netherlands due to its conspiring with leftist anti-racism activists. Furthermore, it is put in              

contrast to Wilders and the PVV, who according to the commenters are the only ones that                

care about the “real” Dutch people. Therefore, it seems that leftist anti-racism activists are              
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seen to be doing the opposite of standing up for the “real” Dutch people, and everyone that is                  

viewed as linked to such activism is seen as a traitor to their country. Thus, the people for                  

which these leftist anti-racism activists advocate, the people of colour, seem to be seen as               

“Other” of the Dutch nation. The “real” Dutch people are then those for whom Wilders               

advocates, his predominantly white electorate (Witteveen 2017, 377).  

Hence, the comments discussed in this section are participating in “Othering”           

processes of both migrants and people of colour. This fits in the earlier described historical               

process of non-Western people and people of colour being “Othered” by a dominantly             

self-perceived white Western world on the basis of their ethnicity and race. More specifically              

to the Dutch context, Oostindie (2011, 222) and others argue that beneath the dominant idea               

of “Dutch tolerance,” there is often racism towards migrants and people of colour. This seems               

to also be true for these comments attacking the Dutch establishment. In addition, as shown               

in the work of Essed and Hoving (2014, 9), in this study racism is also rather indirect. It can                   

however be argued that these comments construct Dutch identity as white against racialised             

“Others,” thus concurring to Wekker’s (2016, 1) analysis of Dutch identity formation.  

In the following section, I further investigate this “Othering” of migrants and people             

of colour by analysing comments that attack Akwasi. The concept of “white innocence” will              

be used to strengthen my argument. 

Opposition: Akwasi as a black anti-racism activist 

There are twenty comments attacking Akwasi. Several commenters take issue with being            

accused of racism and feel that their freedom of speech is being hindered by anti-racism               

activists, who are truly causing hate and racism. One commenter states that Akwasi, Sylvana              

Simons13 and Jerry Afriyie14 are discriminative, threatening people, provoking hate and           

causing division. Other comments call Akwasi a troublemaker, with one blaming him and his              

13 Sylvana Simons is a well-known Dutch anti-racism activist and the figurehead of the leftist, anti-racist                
political party BIJ1 – for which she was in the city council of Amsterdam until November 2020. Over the years,                    
Simons has received much hate for her activism and political work.  
See: “Sylvana Simons Geeft Zetel in Gemeenteraad Amsterdam Op.” 2020. Het Parool, October 31. Accessed 
January 13, 2021. 
https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/sylvana-simons-geeft-zetel-in-gemeenteraad-amsterdam-op~b7aef310c/.  
14 Jerry Afriyie is a Dutch anti-racism activist and the figurehead of Kick Out Zwarte Piet, an activist group                   
fighting against the figure of Black Pete in Dutch culture. Afriyie has also gotten charges pressed against him                  
for some of his statements.  
See: Vink, Marcel. 2020. “Ook Aangifte Tegen KOZP-voorman Jerry Afriyie.” De Telegraaf, November 1. 
Accessed January 13, 2021. 
https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/1723029831/ook-aangifte-tegen-kozp-voorman-jerry-afriyie.  

https://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/sylvana-simons-geeft-zetel-in-gemeenteraad-amsterdam-op~b7aef310c/
https://www.telegraaf.nl/nieuws/1723029831/ook-aangifte-tegen-kozp-voorman-jerry-afriyie
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fellow anti-racism activists of getting free money from the Dutch government for hate             

speech, and another stating that Akwasi is in the Netherlands to wreck it.  

A number of these comments mention Akwasi’s ethnic and racial background and            

make strong negative and prejudicial commentaries. One of these writes that Akwasi’s family             

is of the Ashanti tribe of Ghana, who sold slaves to the Dutch nation in colonial times.                 

Because of this, according to the commenter, Akwasi has no right to accuse the Dutch people                

of discrimination and racism. Another calls Akwasi a Black Pete and another writes that if               

Akwasi had such talk “in het land zijn roots” (in the country of his roots), he would have                  

disappeared in jail and lost his hands.  

Here we see a link being made between Akwasi and criminality. Two others make              

this connection, one by writing that Akwasi exhibits criminal behaviour and another by             

inequitably accusing him of being a con man and a freeloader of the Dutch welfare system.  

Aside from an agitator and a criminal, Akwasi is also bullied in the comments and               

constructed as an insignificant, aggressive fool. One comment calls him a “kwast” (brush), a              

word that is used to describe an imbecile. Two comments call Akwasi “adwazi” or              

“Akdwasie,” a play on words connecting Akwasi with “dwaas” (fool). Someone else thinks             

that Akwasi is crazy, another calls him aggressive and one thinks he is a nobody. 

In short, Akwasi as a black anti-racism activist is disturbingly disrespectfully           

constructed in these comments as a “foolish,” “aggressive” and “agitating criminal motivated            

by money.” This reminds of nineteenth century stereotypes of black people as criminals,             

aggressive and dumb connected to an assumed innate “primitivism” that would leave them             

forever uncivilised (Hall 2013, 232-237). Thus, here we see the process of “Othering” as              

Rohleder (2014, 1306) describes it, with Akwasi as a racialised, morally inferior and             

threatening “Other” by being ascribed fixed negative traits through stereotyping and           

irrationally feared and hated. In addition, Akwasi as “Other” is seen as a promoter of hate,                

discriminating against the Dutch people and deliberately ruining the Netherlands with his            

anti-racism activism. 

This idea that anti-racism activists are themselves the “problem” is often expressed in             

connection to wanting Akwasi gone and wishing for violence against him. One commenter             

calls for an event to collectively “kick” Akwasi, another wants to meet him as Black Pete and                 

make sure he cannot scream again, one hopes he had drowned at Expeditie Robinson,15 and               

another hopes that Akwasi “de verkeerde tegenkomt” (encounters the wrong person). Several            

15 Akwasi participated in Expeditie Robinson 2019, a Dutch reality survival program with Dutch celebrities that                
takes place on a tropical deserted island. 
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comments state that Akwasi needs to go “terug waar hij vandaan komt” (back where he came                

from) to his “own” native country. One comment is specifically illustrative of the generally              

supported idea that Akwasi needs to adjust himself to the “Nederlandse regels” (Dutch rules),              

and if he can not, he needs to go back to his “own” country: “stop and if you cannot adjust to                     

Dutch rules take the first plane back to your native country” (Appendix H). Another suggests               

a solution to this “problem” of “people like Akwasi,” and that is to close the borders. While                 

Akwasi’s family is from Ghana, Akwasi was born in Amsterdam – making the Netherlands              

his native country.16 However, these comments show that this does not mean he is seen as                

Dutch, reminding of Jones’ (2012, 27) observation about postcolonial migrants not being            

perceived as Dutch while legally being Dutch citizens.  

All these comments seem connected to widely supported ideas about migrants and            

people of colour, which developed within the previously described debates on multicultural            

Dutch society since the 1990s. These debates led to demanding migrants to fully assimilate              

into Dutch culture because of fear of the influence of cultures perceived to be inferior on                

Western democratic Dutch society (Vasta 2014, 390-391). In this process the idea of “being              

Dutch” became increasingly connected to an ethnicity that did not include migrants and             

involved their “Othering” (Jones 2012, 30 and 46). Within these debates, migrants are often              

seen as a “problem” and perceived as a strain on the public sector, only profiting from it                 

while not “giving back” and failing to integrate (Essed and Hoving 2014, 16; Vasta 2014,               

390-391). As a result of the problems they would cause, migrants and people of colour that                

speak out against racism or discrimination are perceived as themselves being the cause of              

their own marginalised position and needing to stop complaining (Goldberg 2014, 411). As             

Halleh Ghorashi (2014, 113) writes, “using the term “racism” is then seen as a weapon that is                 

used by those ungrateful, spoiled migrants and their supporters to silence their opponents.”  

These perceptions of white Dutch people about people of colour and migrants connect             

to the denial of racism and the presence of race in Dutch society by the majority of the white                   

Dutch population – which Wekker calls “white innocence” (Wekker 2016, 15). Indeed,            

Wekker’s description of Dutch identity formation is recognisable here: in the comments            

attacking Akwasi, a white Dutch population wants to see the Netherlands as an innocent and               

morally just nation in which race and racism play no role and extraordinary tolerance of “the                

Other” is the norm, while not so tolerant towards Akwasi as “Other” at all (Wekker 2016, 1).                 

The “white innocence” of the commenters seems to have the effect here that Wekker claims:               

16 See: Nieuw Wij. 2014. “De Roots van Akwasi.” Youtube video, 6:44. Posted September 4. Accessed January 
13, 2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ItWvJJn-Gc&feature=emb_logo.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ItWvJJn-Gc&feature=emb_logo
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a white, innocent, emancipated Dutch “Self” is constructed that is in need of protection              

against uncultured and incriminated “Others” – here migrants and people of colour – in this               

context symbolised by Akwasi as a black anti-racism activist (Wekker 2016, 15). In this              

process of constructing Akwasi as an inferior and threatening “Other,” he and who he              

symbolises are silenced and disempowered, which according to Harmer and Lumsden (2019,            

14-17) is the definition of “Othering.” The comments analysed in this section thus do the               

same as the comments that attack the Dutch establishment: they construct migrants and             

people of colour as “Others” of the Dutch nation. 

In this chapter, I have determined that the discourses of the case study are political,               

nationalist and concerned with Dutch identity. Furthermore, the topic of Akwasi’s speech is             

connected with a) a Dutch establishment they associate with the left and corruption, and b) a                

polarised and racialised debate in Dutch society in which Akwasi is the centre of attention in                

this context. In my analysis of the comments, using the concepts of “Othering” and “white               

innocence,” it became apparent that Dutch nationhood is constructed as consisting           

exclusively of a white and native Dutch population. Migrants and people of colour are              

represented as “Others.” Moreover, Akwasi as a black anti-racism activist becomes the            

racialised symbol of these “Others” in light of his “attacks” to the underlying racist              

dimensions of Dutch identity understood as white, tolerant, emancipated and innocent.           

Lastly, the Dutch establishment is attacked because of its perceived connections to            

anti-racism activism, as everyone agreeing with this is viewed as a traitor to the Dutch nation.  
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Conclusions 

 

In this thesis I have investigated how Geert Wilders supporters represent “Otherness” in             

relation to anti-racism activism in their engagement with four of Wilders’ Facebook posts             

about Akwasi Owusu Ansah. I have done this through a critical discourse analysis of the               

fifteen most liked comments on these posts. My main finding was that Wilders supporters              

represent their view of the Dutch “Self” as white and native to the Netherlands, constructing               

migrants and people of colour as “Others” – with Akwasi as the symbol of these “Others.”  

In order to come to this finding, I first addressed the concepts of “Othering” and               

“white innocence” in Chapter 1 to show that “Othering” plays an important role in Dutch               

identity formation and race as a category of difference is at the centre of this process –                 

including in Wilders’ and his supporters’ “Othering” discourses. After, I discussed the case             

study and methodological approach of this thesis in Chapter 2 together with issues of              

reflexivity and positionality. Finally, in Chapter 3 I analysed the selected comments starting             

with conducting a word cloud to determine the main themes. I showed that these discourses               

are political, nationalist, concerned with Dutch identity and connect the topic of Akwasi’s             

speech with a) a Dutch establishment they associate with the left and corruption, and b) a                

polarised and racialised debate in Dutch society in which Akwasi is the centre of attention in                

this context. Next, I performed a critical discourse analysis using the concepts of “Othering”              

and “white innocence” to investigate how Dutch nationhood is constructed. I argued that the              

Dutch establishment is attacked because of its assumed connections to anti-racism activists,            

who are seen as doing the opposite of advocating for the “real” Dutch people – the born and                  

raised white Dutch people. As a result, I argue, migrants and people of colour are constructed                

as “Others.” Moreover, I argued that in these discourses Akwasi comes to symbolise these              

“Others” as he is represented as outsider and racialised “Other” in light of his “attacks” to the                 

underlying racist dimensions of Dutch identity understood as white, tolerant, emancipated           

and innocent. In conclusion, the Dutch “Self” constructed in these comments is anti-             

immigrationist and racist because it establishes migrants and people of colour as “Others” –              

symbolised in this context by Akwasi. 

In concluding this, I acknowledge the limitations of my research. This thesis is solely              

my own critical interpretation of the comments of the case study that I personally selected               

and an exploratory view of the discourses I wanted to analyse. 
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In light of these limitations, further research could analyse a case study including             

more of Wilders’ Facebook posts about Akwasi – or other related topics – and their               

comments. It could also focus more on the relation between Wilders’ political discourses on              

anti-racism activism and that of his supporters, perhaps including other social media            

platforms on which both are active. As this thesis has revealed, it is important to conduct such                 

research in order to expand our understanding of how “Othering” language can form ideas              

about Dutch identity, including those of Wilders supporters in their discourses around            

anti-racism activism, and in this process exclude certain groups from Dutch nationhood.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A 

Facebook Post 1: Geert Wilders Sharing an Article about Akwasi Winning a FunX Award 

 

In this post Wilders reacts to a NU.nl article17 writing about Akwasi winning a FunX Award                

for his role in anti-racism activism with “Akwasi die geweld aankondigde en opriep tot moord               

en executie, wordt niet vervolgd door het Openbaar Ministerie, en krijgt nu ook nog een               

Award. Nederland is doodziek. Dat gaan we allemaal radicaal anders doen. Stem #PVV op              

17 “Akwasi Krijgt FunX Award voor Rol bij ‘Strijd tegen Racisme in Nederland.’” 2020. NU.nl, September 16. 
Accessed January 20, 2021. 
https://www.nu.nl/muziek/6077875/akwasi-krijgt-funx-award-voor-rol-bij-strijd-tegen-racisme-in-nederland.ht
ml.  

https://www.nu.nl/muziek/6077875/akwasi-krijgt-funx-award-voor-rol-bij-strijd-tegen-racisme-in-nederland.html
https://www.nu.nl/muziek/6077875/akwasi-krijgt-funx-award-voor-rol-bij-strijd-tegen-racisme-in-nederland.html
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17 maart 2021.” (Akwasi who has announced and called for murder and execution, will not               

be prosecuted by Openbaar Ministerie, and is even given an Award. The Netherlands is              

terminally ill. We are going to do this radically differently. Vote #PVV on 17 March 2021,                

my translation.) The post has gotten nine thousand likes, 743 shares and 3600 comments. The               

screenshot was taken on December 16, 2020.  

The FunX Music Awards are yearly public music awards for Dutch artists that are              

normally chosen by the listeners of NPO FunX, a Dutch public radio station aimed at young                

people. FunX has developed a FunX Power Award especially for Akwasi, which from this              

year on will be awarded to a Dutch artist who has made an important social contribution for                 

FunX’s target audience.  

 

See: Wilders, Geert. 2020. “Akwasi die geweld aankondigde en opriep tot moord en executie, 

wordt niet vervolgd door het Openbaar Ministerie, en krijgt nu ook nog een Award. 

Nederland is doodziek. Dat gaan we allemaal (...).” Facebook, September 17. Accessed 

December 19, 2020. https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1102841010114165.  

; “Boef en Numidia Artist of the Year bij NPO FunX Music Awards 2020.” 2020. NPO, 
September 16. Accessed November 30, 2020. 

https://pers.npo.nl/persberichten/boef-en-numidia-artist-of-the-year-bij-npo-funx-music-awar

ds-2020#:~:text=de%20FunX%2Ddoelgroep.-,FunX%20Music%20Awards%202020,volgers

%20van%20jongerenzender%20NPO%20FunX.  

; “Akwasi Ontvangt Speciale Power Award voor zijn Inzet voor Black Lives Matter.” 2020. 

FunX, September 16. Accessed November 30, 2020. 

https://www.funx.nl/news/funx/8b8c029e-9be2-45cf-bb01-f07773bcbf0a/akwasi-ontvangt-sp

eciale-power-award-voor-zijn-inzet-voor-black-lives-matter.   

https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1102841010114165
https://pers.npo.nl/persberichten/boef-en-numidia-artist-of-the-year-bij-npo-funx-music-awards-2020#:~:text=de%20FunX%2Ddoelgroep.-,FunX%20Music%20Awards%202020,volgers%20van%20jongerenzender%20NPO%20FunX
https://pers.npo.nl/persberichten/boef-en-numidia-artist-of-the-year-bij-npo-funx-music-awards-2020#:~:text=de%20FunX%2Ddoelgroep.-,FunX%20Music%20Awards%202020,volgers%20van%20jongerenzender%20NPO%20FunX
https://pers.npo.nl/persberichten/boef-en-numidia-artist-of-the-year-bij-npo-funx-music-awards-2020#:~:text=de%20FunX%2Ddoelgroep.-,FunX%20Music%20Awards%202020,volgers%20van%20jongerenzender%20NPO%20FunX
https://www.funx.nl/news/funx/8b8c029e-9be2-45cf-bb01-f07773bcbf0a/akwasi-ontvangt-speciale-power-award-voor-zijn-inzet-voor-black-lives-matter
https://www.funx.nl/news/funx/8b8c029e-9be2-45cf-bb01-f07773bcbf0a/akwasi-ontvangt-speciale-power-award-voor-zijn-inzet-voor-black-lives-matter
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Appendix B 

Facebook Post 2: Geert Wilders Sharing an Article about Akwasi’s Speech Being Punishable             

but not Prosecuted 

 

In this post Wilders reacts to a NOS.nl article18 describing the view of the OM that Akwasi’s                 

speech is punishable but that they will not prosecute him with “DE RECHTSSTAAT IS              

FAILLIET! Totale willekeur. Ik stel een vraag, sta zes jaar voor de rechter en word               

veroordeeld, hij dreigt met grof geweld en gaat vrijuit. Nederland is een corrupt land              

geworden. #Akwasi #Wilders.” (THE CONSTITUTIONAL STATE IS BANKRUPT! Total         

18 “Geen Vervolging Akwasi na Afstand van Zwarte Piet-uitspraak.” 2020. NOS Nieuws, September 11. 
Accessed January 20, 2021. 
https://nos.nl/artikel/2347773-geen-vervolging-akwasi-na-afstand-van-zwarte-piet-uitspraak.html.  

https://nos.nl/artikel/2347773-geen-vervolging-akwasi-na-afstand-van-zwarte-piet-uitspraak.html
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arbitrariness. I ask a question, am in front of the judge for six years and get prosecuted, he                  

threatens with brute force and goes free. The Netherlands has become a corrupt country.              

#Akwasi #Wilders, my translation.) The post has gotten 9600 likes, 1400 shares and 4400              

comments. The screenshot was taken on December 16, 2020.  

Here Wilders compares Akwasi’s case to the lawsuit against himself, in which he has              

been prosecuted – but not punished – for group insult on the fourth of September 2020 for a                  

speech he gave in 2014. In this speech he asked his audience whether they wanted “meer of                 

minder Marokkanen” (more or less Moroccans, my translation) in the Netherlands. His            

audience responded with “minder,” to which Wilders replied “Dan gaan we dat regelen.”             

(Then we are going to fix that, my translation). 

 

See: Wilders, Geert. 2020. “DE RECHTSSTAAT IS FAILLIET! Totale willekeur. Ik stel een 

vraag, sta zes jaar voor de rechter en word veroordeeld, hij dreigt met grof geweld en gaat 

vrijuit. Nederland is een corrupt land (...).” Facebook, September 11. Accessed December 19, 

2020. https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1098191007245832.  

; Openbaar Ministerie. n.d. “Strafzaak Wilders.” Onderwerpen. Accessed November 30, 

2020. https://www.om.nl/onderwerpen/strafzaak-wilders.   

https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1098191007245832
https://www.om.nl/onderwerpen/strafzaak-wilders
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Appendix C 

Facebook Post 3: Geert Wilders Announcing Questions to the Dutch Minister of Justice and              

Security about the Inaction of the Police and OM against Akwasi’s Speech 
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In this post Wilders shows that he got his information from an Ongehoord Nederland article19               

and writes “Dinsdag de Minister van Justitie en Veiligheid maar eens indringend vragen             

waarom er niks is gedaan door politie en het OM nav de onaanvaardbare geweldsoproep van               

#akwasi.” (It is time to insistently ask the Minister of Justice and Security on Tuesday why                

no action has been taken by the police and the public prosecutor’s office in response to the                 

unacceptable call for violence by #akwasi, my translation.) The post has gotten 1800 likes,              

311 shares and a thousand comments. The screenshot was taken on December 16, 2020.  

 

See: Wilders, Geert. 2020. “Dinsdag de Minister van Justitie en Veiligheid maar eens 

indringend vragen waarom er niks is gedaan door politie en het OM nav de onaanvaardbare 

geweldsoproep van #akwasi.” Facebook, June 6. Accessed December 19, 2020. 

https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1023097734755160.   

19 Niemöller, Joost. 2020. “Doodeng. Volksmenner Akwasi Riep op de Dam op tot Geweld tegen Blanken. 
Media Zwijgen. Halsema Stemt In.” Ongehoord Nederland, June 5. Accessed January 20, 2021. 
https://www.ongehoordnederland.nl/doodeng-volksmenner-akwasion-riep-op-de-dam-op-tot-geweld-tegen-blan
ken-media-zwijgen-halsema-stemt-in/.  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/akwasi?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZXjJ9TvoG6LUOxFAv7aY1G5Rw5HPdV0xTDRVEvOpatdGUqcWoDWYJS0oYp-5hkU4KxKs6tsKJtGOA60-ZUvNhQi8J2FFsh4dV37AQLC_i5C93pALfeqAffM2mhAwCziNU7BoTGPDZZ4FtYMZK1S_cH4&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1023097734755160
https://www.ongehoordnederland.nl/doodeng-volksmenner-akwasion-riep-op-de-dam-op-tot-geweld-tegen-blanken-media-zwijgen-halsema-stemt-in/
https://www.ongehoordnederland.nl/doodeng-volksmenner-akwasion-riep-op-de-dam-op-tot-geweld-tegen-blanken-media-zwijgen-halsema-stemt-in/
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Appendix D 

Facebook Post 4: Geert Wilders Reacting to the Statement of the OM that They Will Not                

Prosecute Akwasi for his Speech 

 

In this post Wilders reacts to a news statement by the OM20 in which they state that they will                   

not further prosecute Akwasi for his speech. Wilders writes “Zo ziet corruptie er dus uit. OM                

blijft achter sepot Akwasi staan. Vriendjespolitiek en willekeur. #Akwasi #Vreekamp          

#corruptie.” (So this is what corruption looks like. OM continues to support Akwasi’s             

dismissal. Favouritism and arbitrariness. #Akwasi #Vreekamp #corruption, my translation.)         

The post has gotten 3700 likes, 423 shares and 1200 comments. The screenshot was taken on                

December 16, 2020.  

 

See: Wilders, Geert. 2020. “Zo ziet corruptie er dus uit. OM blijft achter sepot Akwasi staan. 

Vriendjespolitiek en willekeur. #Akwasi #Vreekamp #corruptie.” Facebook, September 13. 

Accessed December 19, 2020. 

https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1100130657051867.   

20 Openbaar Ministerie. 2020. “OM Amsterdam Blijft Achter Beslissing Voorwaardelijk Sepot Akwasi Staan.” 
Nieuws. Accessed January 20, 2021. 
https://www.om.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/09/13/om-amsterdam-blijft-achter-beslissing-voorwaardelijk-sepot-akw
asi-staan?fbclid=IwAR3Mi3F37PbVD1CcVAtVrdm-iP_YvapeZh-bQLDrfc2UzBHx3Nfr_4sAYAQ.  

https://www.facebook.com/geertwilders/posts/1100130657051867
https://www.om.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/09/13/om-amsterdam-blijft-achter-beslissing-voorwaardelijk-sepot-akwasi-staan?fbclid=IwAR3Mi3F37PbVD1CcVAtVrdm-iP_YvapeZh-bQLDrfc2UzBHx3Nfr_4sAYAQ
https://www.om.nl/actueel/nieuws/2020/09/13/om-amsterdam-blijft-achter-beslissing-voorwaardelijk-sepot-akwasi-staan?fbclid=IwAR3Mi3F37PbVD1CcVAtVrdm-iP_YvapeZh-bQLDrfc2UzBHx3Nfr_4sAYAQ
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Appendix E 

Comment 1 

 

 

This comment was commenting on Facebook Post 2 (Appendix B). It got 292 likes and               

seventeen comments. The screenshot was taken on December 19, 2020.  
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Appendix F 

Comment 2 

 

This comment was commenting on Facebook Post 4 (Appendix D). It got 66 likes and twelve                

comments. The screenshot was taken on December 19, 2020.  
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Appendix G 

Comment 3 

 

This comment was commenting on Facebook Post 2 (Appendix B). It got 93 likes and six                

comments. The screenshot was taken on December 19, 2020. 
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Appendix H 

Comment 4 

 

This comment was commenting on Facebook Post 1 (Appendix A). It got 61 likes and 27                

comments. The screenshot was taken on December 19, 2020. 

 

 

 


